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MINUTES – ZOOM MEETING October 5, 2022, 6:00 PM 

1. In attendance: 
Linda Harding, Chair (GSU), James Little, PSAC staff, Christine Austin (AGRU), Bert 
Farwell (UCTE), Dave Pringle (UNE), Ann-Marie Friesen (UHEW), Jen Horsley (UPCE), 
Ernest Hooker (UCTE), Leanne Hughes (CIU) 
 
Regrets: Tracy Arrowsmith, Treasurer (UTE), Karen Sutton (CIU), Priscilla Langson, 
Richard May (UHEW) 
 

Quorum reached. Meeting called to order: 6:04pm. 
 

2. Territorial Acknowledgement 
Linda acknowledged that she was taking the meeting from the unceded traditional 
territories of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tseil W’atuth and asked the participants to 
take a moment to acknowledge the territories they were on the meeting from.  
 

3. Moment of Silence for Workers Killed and Injured on the Job 
Linda asked if anyone had anyone specific, they wanted recognized for the moment of 
silence. There were no specific requests. 
 

4. Accepting the Agenda (M/S/C) Bert/Christine 

Amended to remove Guest Speakers. Carried. 
 

5. Review Previous Minutes (May 11, 2022) (M/S/C) Bert/Ernest 
No changes.  

Follow up action item- Linda to follow up with Jamey on BCFed training. Still needs to be 
done. 

Action item- Tracy will look at finances for line item allocation. Update provided with 
Treasurer’s report. 
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Asbestos memorial unveiling- Linda was asked by Jamey to attend unveiling of memorial 
on June 20th. Was rescheduled to two weeks ago and Linda was not able to attend. 
 

6. Elections – Secretary 
Notice was sent in July. Christine Austin was nominated by Linda and seconded by 
Jennifer. 
Won by acclimation. 
 

7. Treasurer’s Report/Annual Financial Statement- presented by Linda 
There is $6118.59 in the chequing account. $5.10 in shares.  
Too much is allocated in advertising ($2200). Need to reduce amount. REVP did not say 
by how much. We had discussed previously to reallocate some funds to the education 
line. 
Motion- Linda – remove $1000 from the advertising line. Create a new line in other 
called “education” and reallocate $1000 there. 

Linda moved; Jennifer seconded. Carried. 

ACTION ITEM - Linda to advise Tracy. 
 

8. National H&S Conference- call out and resolutions 
Application deadline is Oct. 7th. 
There are 300 seats. Regionally we have 49 seats- go to DCL. 
Hybrid and return to work is on of the planned workshops. 
Resolutions 
Committee reviewed previously submitted resolutions that did not make it to 
convention floor. After much discussion it was decided to submit resolutions 4, 5, 6, and 
7: 
4th- Worded better than 1st resolution.  
5th- Linda and Jennifer- Costs have gone up. It is a struggle to get good quality swag, 
food, speakers. Want conference to be engaging and for attendees to remember 
education.  
-Bert- finances should be same as other conferences noted. Equality is important.  
-James- we receive half the amount as Women’s conference. Based on funding- most 
we had is 50 delegates. This time Women’s conference is budgeted for 85 delegates. 
-Jennifer- H &S effects every member and deserves to be funded appropriately. 
6th -Increased funding for health & safety training in regions. 
7th- Delegates- 300 seats. 7 seats to regions. 5 would be given to H &S committee. Leave 
2 for the region- for DCL.  
-Change to 2 delegates from regional H&S committee. BIFR- In addition to the current 
formula. (James will work on wording) 
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Leanne moved; Bert Seconded. Carried. 
ACTION ITEM- Package will be sent to everyone on call tonight. 
 

9. BCFed Activities  
Linda- 60th convention is coming up. Locals have been contacted if they have 
credentials. Nov 4th deadline. Subsidies are available to delegates if needed.  
 

10. Round Table 
Leanne- asked questions about hybrid work model. CBA – no consultation with union.  
Christine- AAFC and CFIA are working on telework agreements and return to work. 
Discussions still happening at national level. 
Linda- sub-committees. Consultations are happening in the regions. 
Jennifer- issues with this. Discussion at Area Council. NRC- difficulties with consultation 
on return to work. Indian Affairs- pressure to return. Not a lot of consultation. Pushy 
language. 
 
Jennifer- having issues with Employer covering cost in the Collective Agreement for 
safety footwear. Conversations on cost vs. time on floor. Clerical staff needing to come 
on floor. 
Bert- requirement for steel toes on the floor.  
Christine- asked if a risk assessment been performed.  
Going into bargaining. Email Jennifer with H&S proposals that we are looking at for 
bargaining.  
 
  

11. Next Meeting- Dec. 8th quarterly meeting.  
 
 

12. Adjournment at 7:34pm. (M/S/C)  Bert/Christine 
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